
Eisiger Zapfenkranz
Instructions No. 1021

This beautifully rustic crown of cones offers you the perfect basis for an
extraordinary 
Door wreath. Held in frosty tones, the wreath with a Tealight holders gets a
wintery dress. 
Self-folded Fröbel stars in various sizes crown the design and give it an
incomparable appearance.

And it is as simple as that:

Fröbelstern 
Cut from the Vellum paper 1cm and 1.5 cm wide strips and use the cutting
machine. Stick two together with adhesive film and form them into Froebel
stars. Make as many as you like.
If cutting out the stars is too complicated for you, you can also order ready-
cut Fröbelstern-Paper strips in different colours in our shop. 

Tealight holders
Prime the base in Ice blue and let it dry 
Cut out the hole in the middle with a scalpel and glue a big frosty star into
the hole with its tip Fill the base with decorative snow, leaving the groove
free and let it dry well Border the edge of the tealight holder at Glass for tea
lights with glitter liner and let it dry Stick the glass to the base 

Put the loop tape into loops, tie them together with wire and leave the ends a
little longer. Glue the Glass for tea lights into the wreath. 
Attach a piece Ribbon for the suspension to the wreath 
Decorate it with the ribbons and Fröbel stars.

Article number Article name Qty
686037 VBS Tealight holder "Glass ball" 1
132961 Fiskars "Paper cutting machine" A4 1
701181 Vellum paper "Asterisk" 1
735520-10 VBS Decorative snow100 ml 1
560085-85 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlIce blue 1
334563-98 VBS Glitter LinerDiamond-Glitter 1
687980 VBS LED tea lights, 4 pieces 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
131056 VBS Plastic spatula, 5 parts 1
133319 Scalpel, approx. 15 cm 1
601559 Binding wire, Brown 1
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